We consider energies defined as the Dirichlet integral of curves taking values in fastoscillating manifolds converging to a linear subspace. We model such manifolds as subsets of R m+m described by a constraint (x m+1 , . . . , x m ) = δ ϕ(x 1 /ε, . . . , x m /ε) where ε is the period of the oscillation, δ its amplitude and ϕ its profile. The interesting case is ε << δ << 1, in which the limit of the energies is described by a Finsler metric on R m which is defined by optimizing the contribution of oscillations on each level set {ϕ = c}. The formulas describing the limit mix homogenization and convexification processes, highlighting a multi-scale behaviour of optimal sequences. We apply these formulas to show that we may obtain all (homogeneous) symmetric Finsler metrics larger than the Euclidean metric as limits in the case of oscillating surfaces in R 3 .
Introduction
The object of this paper is the asymptotic analysis of integral problems with oscillating constraints. There is a wide literature concerning homogenization problems for singular structures and for functions defined on networks and periodic manifolds (see, e.g., [1, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14] ). In most of those problems the geometric complexity is in the domain of definition, and the functions are considered as traces of functions defined on the whole space or as limits of functions defined on full-dimensional sets as those sets tend to a lower dimensional (possibly multidimensional) structure. In our case we take into account similar geometries, but the geometrical complexity is in the codomain, as we consider instead functions with values in a periodic manifold, and we analyze the behavior of the corresponding energies as the geometry of the target manifold gets increasingly oscillating. Our results focus on the behaviour of energies defined on functions constrained to take their values on manifolds V ε with a finely oscillating geometry, as these manifolds converge to a smoother manifold V as ε → 0. Homogenization problems with a fixed target manifold V have been considered in [3, 2] .
Since we are interested in highlighting the effects of the constraint, we will focus on a prototypical energy functional; i.e, the Dirichlet integral. Namely, for u : Ω ⊂ R n → V ε we will consider
2 dx u ∈ H 1 (Ω; V ε ), +∞ otherwise.
We suppose that the limit V is a smooth m-dimensional manifold and the oscillating V ε are manifolds of the same dimension lying in a tubular neighbourhood of V with vanishing radius as ε → 0. The asymptotic description will be given in terms of the computation of the Γ-limit of F ε [4, 11, 5] . We will treat the cartesian case; i.e., when the manifolds V ε can be seen as graphs of functions defined on V (the latter identified with R m ). More precisely, we suppose that there exist functions ϕ ε : R m → R m such that
Hence the assumption that V ε converges to V as ε → 0 is translated into lim ε→0 ϕ ε ∞ = 0.
This description can be thought as a local picture of the more general case, where V is not necessarily a hyperplane and by a localization and blow-up argument we can consider the tangent space to V at some point X in place of V in the model that we analyze. Our modeling assumption is that the description of the oscillations of ϕ ε is obtained through a single periodic function ϕ : R m → R m satisfying 1. ϕ : R m → R m is (0, 1) m -periodic; 2. ϕ ε (x) = δ ϕ x ε , with δ = δ ε → 0 as ε → 0.
In such a setting a function u ∈ H 1 (Ω; V ε ) can be rewritten as u(x) = (u 1 (x), u 2 (x)), with u 1 : Ω → R m and u 2 (x) = ϕ ε (u 1 (x)).
Hence, we can write F ε without the constraint u ∈ V ε , in terms of u 1 as
The coefficient in front of the second term in this last expression suggests three different behaviors depending on the scale of the coefficient δ:
1. δ/ε → 0. In this case the homogenization becomes trivial, the second term can be neglected and the Γ-limit is just the Dirichlet integral of the function u 1 , which in particular is independent of the constraint and the function ϕ;
2. δ/ε → c ∈ (0, +∞). In this case by a comparison argument we can actually suppose that δ/ε = c and consider the energy density f c (v, ξ) = |ξ| 2 + c 2 |∇ϕ(v)ξ| 2 so that, with a slight abuse of notation,
Since f c is periodic and satisfies a standard growth condition the homogenization of these energies can be then performed by using general almost-periodic homogenization theorems (see [8] Chapter 15);
3. δ/ε → +∞. This is the new and interesting case when the energy density of F ε does not satisfy standard growth conditions and we cannot use known results. The fact that the coefficient of the second term blows up as ε → 0, suggests that the behavior of the homogenized functional is related to conditions that make the second integral negligible as ε → 0. Upon scaling the variable, this leads to the condition that u 1 make ∇ y ϕ(u 1 ) almost zero; i.e. u 1 is very close to lying on a level set of ϕ (at least locally). Therefore, the Γ-limit will strongly depend on the geometry of the constraint, in particular on the level sets of ϕ.
The results in this paper deal with the description of asymptotic metric properties of V ε , for which we deal with curves in R m (i.e., n = 1). The general vectorial case n > 1 seems to include additional effects than in the case of curves, which require the use of notions as quasiconvexity, polyconvexity and rank-1-convexity, and is beyond the scope of this work. By a sectional argument, however, the results with n = 1 provide a lower bound for the case n > 1.
In order to describe the Γ-limit in the case δ >> ε we have to introduce several types of homogenization. With a slight abuse of notation from now on we will directly use the variable u in place of u 1 .
First, with fixed z we consider the strict constraint
which is meaningful only if z is in the image of ϕ. For functions satisfying this constraint the functional F ε (u) reduces to the Dirichlet integral. Moreover, a limit of functions satisfying this constraint is not constant only if the set
contains an unbounded connected curve with locally finite length. We will consider the (slightly) stronger assumption:
• (uniform connectedness) there is a single unbounded connected component of this set and all pairs of points x, x in this component can be connected with a curve of length proportional to the distance between x and x lying in the component.
We will specify separately these topological and metric properties of the level sets in Definitions 2.3 and 2.4.
This property is easily verified if L z ϕ can be written as the union of sets {x ∈ R m : ϕ j (x) = z j } which are composed of unions of periodic C 1 hypersurfaces, for some ϕ j and z j .
Under the uniform-connectedness assumption, the homogenization of the Dirichlet integral with the strict constraint (2) is described by an integral functional
satisfies the asymptotic homogenization formula
where
This is a variation on corresponding formulas for the homogenization of functionals with energy densities f (u/ε, u ) (see [8] , Chapter 15). Note that, in the present case such energy densities are defined with the value +∞ outside the constraint, so that some extra care must be taken; in particular, we cannot easily impose strict boundary conditions (that in the usual case would read u(0) = 0 and u(T ) = T w). We prefer to substitute those conditions with an inequality, which in particular is satisfied when the initial datum u 0 = u(0) is any point in the periodicity cube (0, 1) m satisfying ϕ(u 0 ) = z. In order to derive the homogenization theorem for our original energies F ε from the strictly constrained energies we make the following assumptions:
• for all z in the image of ϕ, either L z ϕ is uniformly connected (in the sense defined above) or composed by disjoint bounded closed components;
• curves satisfying the weaker constraint u(t) ∈ {x ∈ R m : |ϕ(x) − z| ≤ c} almost everywhere are close to curves satisfying a strict constraint for some z whenever c is small enough.
Before stating the latter condition more precisely, we consider the model example of m = 2 and ϕ(x, y) = sin(2πx) sin(2πy).
In this case, the only connected level set L z ϕ is with z = 0. A set {(x, y) : |ϕ(x, y) − z| ≤ c}, with z = 0, is either composed of disconnected components (when c < |z|), or contains a tubular neighbourhood of L 0 ϕ . In any case, given a curve u taking values in that set, we can find a curve v satisfying the strict condition ϕ(v(t)) = 0 close to the original curve and with energy not greater than the energy of u times 1 + o(1) as c → 0.
With this example in mind we can state the second condition above as follows. For w ∈ R m , z ∈ Im(ϕ) ⊂ R, c, T > 0, we consider the minimum problems
Then we require that there exists z such that |z − z | ≤ c and for all w there exists
where o c (1) → 0 as c → 0 and o T (1) → 0 as T → +∞. This is the (rather complex) variational formulation of a geometric stability property of level sets which is easily proved for ordinary constraints. By using this property it is possible to prove the homogenization result by reducing to functions satisfying strict constraints. We summarize the main arguments in the proof: from energy bounds we deduce that functions u ε with equibounded F ε (u ε ) locally must lie in some set {x : |ϕ(u ε /ε) − z| ≤ c} with c small. By a scaling argument then the energy is estimated using ψ z,c T (w), where w is the local averaged slope of u ε , and eventually with ψ z T (w ). A particular care has to be taken in these computations in order to reduce to "local" estimates which nevertheless, after scaling, can be estimated by problems with T large enough. Finally, we get our homogenized energy density by optimizing over z and over mesoscopic oscillations between level sets, producing a convex envelope of the minima between homogenization formulas on strict constraint:
Note that under our assumptions on level sets, in dimension two there is only one infinite connected level set for some z = z 0 , so that this formula simplifies to ψ z 0 hom . In dimension three or higher it is instead possible to give examples where there are more than one infinite connected level set, and the formula above must indeed be applied. Eventually, the Γ-limit is given by
We remark that the proof of the upper bound does not rely only on the construction of periodic recovery sequences from minimizers of ψ z T as customary in homogenization problems, but also on a multi-scale argument necessary to connect such sequences for different z.
The functionals F ε in the scalar case m = 1 can be geometrically interpreted as follows: a level set of ϕ containing a unique unbounded connected component can be viewed as a sort of periodic unbounded and connected ε-network over R m , that represents the "allowed" zones for curves u ε in sublevel sets of F ε . Indeed, if u ε lie on this network, the gradient of ϕ(u ε /ε) will be zero and the Γ-limit can be finite on their limit u. In this metric standpoint, we can interpret ψ hom as measuring the distance between the origin and the point w, not with the euclidean norm, but with the length of a curve that microscopically lies in the lattice defined by the constraint.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the statement of the problem, the assumptions, and the statement of the main results (Theorem 2.6). Preliminary results are in Section 3 and Theorem 2.6 is proved in Section 4. Some examples follow in Section 5. In the final section of the paper, when m = 2, we apply our result to the characterization of all metrics on R 2 that can be obtained from some ϕ, as a Γ-limit, following the procedure above. This problem is linked to the description of homogenized Riemannian metrics by Braides, Buttazzo and Fragalà [6] (see also Burago [10] ). In our case all limit metrics ψ hom will satisfy the necessary condition ψ(z) ≥ |w| 2 , with the equality achieved when ϕ = 0. Indeed, we prove that this condition is also sufficient; that is, any (possibly degenerate) symmetric Finsler metric larger than the Euclidean metric can be approximated by a ψ hom defined through the homogenization process of an oscillating constraint problem.
Statement of the homogenization result
The function ϕ : R m → R m will be a fixed 1-periodic Lipschitz function. For ε > 0 and δ = δ ε > 0 we consider
For all w ∈ R m , z ∈ Im(ϕ), c > 0, we define the energy densities
Remark 2.1. Note that, for some constraints ϕ and z, the minimum in equations (7) and (8) may be performed on an empty set, depending on the choice of c, T and w. In this case we set ψ z,c T (w) = +∞ or ψ z T (w) = +∞, respectively.
Before getting to our main result, we state some definitions that will use be used to clarify the hypotheses on the constraint. We begin with two geometric hypotheses for the function ϕ and for its level sets or, equivalently, for the function ψ 
Definition 2.3. The function ϕ satisfies a controlled-length condition if for all z ∈ Im(ϕ) such that L z ϕ is connected, there exist a constant C ∈ R such that for any x, y ∈ {ϕ = z} there exists a path γ :
Note that we can prove that ϕ satisfies Definition 2.3 assuming that if L z ϕ has a connected unbounded component then it is the locally finite union of C 1 sets. Definition 2.4. We say that ϕ has non-degenerate levels if for any z ∈ Im(ϕ) one of the two following conditions holds true for the set L z ϕ :
i) it is composed of a unique unbounded connected component;
ii) it contains no unbounded connected components;
and there exists at least one level set L z ϕ satisfying (i).
If ϕ satisfies the conditions above we will prove that the limit
with ψ z T (w) defined in (8) , exists (in Lemma 3.1 below); we then define
where the double asterisk stands for the convex envelope.
Remark 2.5. Note that the hypothesis in Definition 2.4 rules out the case when we have some z with infinitely many disjoint unbounded connected components (e.g., ϕ(x, y) = sin x in R 2 ). Such cases present the technical difficulty that ψ z hom will be degenerate in some directions. We will separately deal with these situation in two dimensions m = 2 in Section 6. Now we can finally state our main result. 
, where ψ hom is defined by (11) and (12).
Remark 2.7. The hypotheses on ϕ are not optimal. We conjecture that the hypothesis of non-degenerate levels in Definition 2.4 may be dropped, in which case the limit ψ hom may take the value +∞ outside a linear space. In this case however, the proof of the existence of the homogenization formula in the next section does not hold. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the controlled-length condition in Definition 2.3 can be relaxed to only requiring that each pair of points x, y be connected by a curve of finite length.
Preliminary results
Using the geometric hypotheses stated above, we first prove the homogenization formulas. The proof follows standard subadditive arguments, which work thanks to the hypotheses in Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, but have to be followed with some additional care due to the presence of the constraint.
Lemma 3.1. Let ϕ satisfy the conditions in Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Let w ∈ R m and z ∈ Im(ϕ), and for all T > 0 let ψ z T (w) be given by (8) . Then, the limit ψ
exists. If the set L z ϕ is composed of a unique unbounded connected component then ψ z hom (w) < +∞ for all w. Proof. If z is such that the set L z ϕ contains no unbounded connected component then if w = 0 we have ψ z T (w) = +∞ for T large enough, while for w = 0 we have ψ z T (w) = 0 for all T , so that the limit trivially exists. Hence, by the hypotheses of Definition 2.4 we can suppose that the set L z ϕ is composed of a unique unbounded connected component. In this case ψ z T (w) < +∞ for any w and T , thanks to Definition 2.3; indeed, to check this we can suppose that ϕ(0) = z, and the level L z ϕ connects 0 with any vector of the basis e 1 , . . . , e m . Then test functions for ψ z T can be constructed by concatenating translations of these connections.
Let v T : [0, T ] → R m be a minimizer for ψ z T (w). For S > T we want to construct a competitor for ψ z S (w) using v T by a patchwork procedure. In what follows we denote [T w] ∈ Z m the integer part component-wise of T w ∈ R m .
Let
for k ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1}, and
Note that
for k ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1} and
Hence, by the hypothesis in Definition 2.3, such curves exist satisfying in addition
with C 1 depending only on w and the dimension m. Up to a reparameterization, we can also assume that γ k have constant velocity,
for k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Note that v T,k (T + 1) = v T,k+1 (0) for k ∈ {1, . . . , K − 2}, and that v T,K−1 (T + 1) = γ K (0), so that v S is a continuous function.
By construction we have |v
, and ϕ(v S (t)) = z, by the periodicity of ϕ. Therefore, we have
Now, taking first the limsup as S → ∞ and then the liminf as T → ∞, we get lim sup
and the existence of the limit ψ z hom (w) < +∞. Remark 3.2. If the set L z ϕ is composed of a unique unbounded connected component then from (15) we have, passing to the limit as S → +∞,
for all w and T .
For the function ψ z hom (w) the following property holds: Proposition 3.3. Let ϕ satisfy the conditions in Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. For all z the function ψ z hom is a 2-homogeneous function; i.e., for any λ = 0 and w ∈ R 2 one has ψ
Proof. In order to simplify the notation we only consider the case λ > 0. Consider z ∈ Im(ϕ) such that L z ϕ is composed of a unique unbounded connected component. Let u be a solution of the minimum problem defined by ψ z T /λ (λw); we have
A similar argument starting from a minimizer of ψ z T (w) gives the opposite inequality, thus proving the homogeneity of ψ z hom passing to the limit for T → +∞. If one takes z ∈ Im(ϕ) such that L z ϕ contains no unbounded connected components, proof is trivial, since ψ z T (w) = ψ z T (λw) = +∞, for λ = 0 and T large enough.
Remark 3.4. From the previous propositions we obtain that, ψ hom is convex, finite and homogeneous of degree two.
Proof of the homogenization result
We subdivide the proof into a lower and an upper bound.
Lower bound
We want to prove that, for any sequence u ε converging in the strong topology of
First of all observe that we can assume, without loss of generality, that
otherwise the Γ-lim inf inequality (17) is trivial. By the equiboundedness of F ε , we also deduce that 
so that Q j and Q k may intersect only at their boundary, and j ∂Q j is a part of a cubic lattice in R m of edge b/N . We now use the subdivision of the image of ϕ into cubes to split the domain [0, 1] of u ε into subintervals where ϕ(u ε ) is "almost constant". To that end, we construct an increasing finite sequence t i = t N,ε i as follows. We first set t 0 = 0, and correspondingly z 0 any centre z j of a cube such that ϕ(u ε (0)) ∈ Q j (which may be not unique if ϕ(u ε (0)) ∈ ∂Q j ). We define recursively
if this set is not empty. In this case, we choose as z i+1 the centre of any cube Q j such
If the set in (19) is empty then we define t i+1 = 1, and stop the iteration procedure.
With this subdivision of [0, 1] we want to highlight the instants t i where ϕ ε (u ε ) is passing from a cube Q j to a neighbouring one Q k . Note that, for two consecutive t i , by definition, one has
Also note that, if u ε always lies in the cube
m then our set of points is made just by t 0 = 0 and t 1 = 1.
In the procedure described above it is not a priori clear if the number of t i is finite for ε and N fixed. This is made precise by the following result.
Lemma 4.1. For any N > 0 and K > 0, there exists ε 0 such that for all ε < ε 0 the set {t i } i defined in (19) is finite. If we denote
Proof. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , J N ε }, using Jensen's inequality, the hypothesis (18) and the estimate (20), we have
Since δ → 0 and δ/ε → +∞ as ε → 0 there exists ε 0 > 0 such that, for any ε < ε 0 one has δ ≥ ε. Hence we get
Summing up in i we then obtain
From (22) we also immediately deduce (21) as
and δ/ε → +∞.
We note that equation (21) gives an upper bound for the number of the intervals of the partition {t i }. Since we want to use this partition to define a piecewise-affine approximation of the target function u we need to possibly refine it. To that end we fix M ∈ N and introduce a new partition t i , for i = 1, . . . , J
We also suppose that the new partition is not too fine; i.e., that
if either t i or t i−1 do not belong to the original partition. In particular, each interval is subdivided in at most 2M subintervals, so that, if we denote by J N,M ε the total number of the intervals of the new partition, by (23),
Note that by construction we have
and
for all ε < ε 0 . Now we single out a type of intervals that can be neglected in the estimate of F ε (u ε ). With fixed K, M, N consider the set of indices
and the respective set of intervals
We also suppose that ε is small enough so that
In such a way, by (24), the endpoints of each such interval both belong to the original partition {t i } and (20) holds. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have
as ε → 0. We will give a lower bound by estimating F ε (u ε ) only by the contribution of the unconstrained part for the intervals not belonging to I K ε ; i.e.,
where we have used the change of variable s = (t − t i−1 )/ε, defining
so that v ε (s) = u ε (εs + t i−1 ), and we have set
If we define
then we have
and, by (25) and the periodicity of ϕ
where z i is one of the centres {z i } of cubes Q j given by the construction of the partition {t i }, corresponding to the interval [t i−1 , t i ] and α depends on b and m . Then, using definition (7), one has
Now we use the hypothesis in Definition 2.2. For any i / ∈ I K ε and a fixed N > 0, there exists z i and w i ε such that
Note that T i ε ≥ K, so that, upon supposing K large enough, the finiteness of ψ
or all sets {ϕ = z i } have a unique unbounded connected component. In the first case, since, by Proposition 3.3 ψ hom (w) ≤ c|w| 2 , we can estimate
while in the second case we can use (16) in Remark 3.2, and the estimate ψ z i hom ≥ ψ hom . Summing up (and recalling that T i ε ≥ K) we get
If we consider the piecewise-affine functions u
Moreover, if we denote by u N,M,K any of the limits of u 
By (27) and (28) we have
as K → +∞, N → +∞ and eventually M → +∞. Again by lower semicontinuity we finally obtain lim inf
as desired.
Upper bound
Given u ∈ H 1 ([0, 1]; R m ), we want to find a sequence
Since the integrand ψ hom is a convex, lower-semicontinuous and coercive function, we can follow a standard approximation procedure, and prove (30) only when u is a linear (or affine) function. The general case is obtained by localizing the construction for piecewise-affine functions and in general by the strong density of such functions in H 1 .
We consider the case u(t) = wt with w ∈ R m . By Caratheodory's theorem there exist vectors w i ∈ R m and coefficients λ i ∈ [0, 1], for i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}, such that
For any fixed T > 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1} let u i : [0, λ i T ] → R m be a solution for the minimum problem
We want to construct a recovery sequence by a patchwork procedure using such u i . To that end, we fix a positive constant K and we define (for notational convenience we set λ 0 = 0)
for j ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}. We also denote by γ j : [0, K] → R m the parameterization with constant velocity of the line segments from
. . , m + 1 (where we have also set w 0 = 0 and u m+2 = u 1 for notational convenience). Note that, by the boundary conditions on u j , one has l(γ j ) ≤ 2 √ m, so that
We construct the functionũ : [0,
on the segment [a j , c j ] for j ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}. Then we define
Note that u T K (0) = u 1 (0) and
This implies that the function
can be extended T -periodically. We still denote by u T K the function resulting from this extension. If we choose T = T ε → +∞ and K = K ε → +∞ such that K << T then we have
so that, since
converge to the function u(t) = wt.
By the periodicity of u T K , using (33), we can estimate
If we choose, for example, T = δ 1/3 /ε and K = δ 2/3 /ε, the conditions T >> K >> 1 are satisfied, and the last term in this estimate vanishes, as desired.
Remark 4.2 (multi-scale nature of recovery sequences).
It is interesting to note that the construction of the recovery sequence departs from the usual scaling of a fixed periodic function in the use of two scales T and K, the first necessary as customary to use the correctors given by the homogenization formula, and the second one, slower, but still tending to infinity, to construct the junctions between the functions defined by the correctors.
Examples
In this section we include some examples in two and three dimension, that in particular show that the limit may not be a quadratic energy.
Example 5.1. We consider the constraint function: ϕ : R 2 → R ϕ(x, y) = sin(2πx) sin(2πy).
We want to show that the homogenized function of the oscillating constrained problem associated to ϕ is the squared l 1 norm: ψ : R 2 → [0, +∞),
First of all note that ϕ has non-degenerate level sets, in the sense of Definition 2.4: we either have the level {ϕ = 0}, that has only one unbounded connected component, the lattice with vertices in Z 2 , or the level {ϕ = c}, with c = 0, that is composed of infinitely many bounded connected components. Moreover the set {ϕ = 0} is made by a union of C 1 sets, so that it can be proved that it satisfies the property in Definition 2.3. The property in Definition 2.2 is proved by noting that to a curve u lying in {|ϕ| ≤ c} we can associate a curve u 0 composed by its projection on {ϕ = 0} where this projection is uniquely defined, and piecewise-linear joints still lying in {ϕ = 0} on neighbourhoods of Z 2 of radius c. The Dirichlet integral of u 0 is then not greater than 1 + O(c) that of u, up to a small error due to the endpoints of u.
We apply Theorem 2.6 getting the homogenization formula (12) , that, in this particular case, is simpler: being {ϕ = 0} the only level set with an unbounded connected component, we have
Now we want to prove that
Given a general curve u :
, using the change of variable s = t/T , the function v(s) = u(sT ) and Jensen's inequality, one has
Note that the last term depends on the length of the curve v, lying in the lattice ϕ = 0, and it is larger than or equal to |Tw| 2 1 , wherẽ
Therefore, since |Tw| ≥ |T w| − 2 √ 2,
Now we take the infimum on curves u of this type and then the limit for T → ∞, getting
Since the value |w| 2 1 is asymptotically achieved on all test curves which are simple and have constant velocity, the equality is proved.
Example 5.2. In this second example we consider the oscillating constraint defined by ϕ(x, y) = dist((x, y), Z 2 ); i.e., the distance from the points with integer coordinates. The corresponding homogenized function is the following norm, defined on the whole R 2 :
As in Example 5.1, the constraint ϕ satisfies the properties in Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, so that the homogenization formula (12) can be used. Again the only level set with an unbounded connected component is the set {ϕ = 1/2}, hence
We can suppose without loss of generality that out test curves have endpoints with one of the two coordinates an integer. In this case note that if u satisfies the boundary conditions of ψ 1/2 hom :
as pictured in Fig. 1 . T : then, using change of variable s = t/T and Jensen's inequality, with the same notation as in the previous example, we have
Now by (37), we know that the length of v is larger than |T w| ∞ π/2, so that
This inequality holds for any curve u satisfying the boundary conditions for ψ 1/2 T (w) and for any T > 0, so we can take the infimum over u and the limit as T → ∞, getting
The optimality of this estimate is shown by computing the energy of test curves as those pictured in Fig. 1 with constant velocity.
Example 5.3. We consider an example for curves in R 3 . In order to choose the constraint function ϕ we can introduce the network
shown in Figure 2 , and define ϕ(x, y, z) = dist 2 ((x, y, z), L), or Actually, ϕ satisfies the condition in Definition 2.4 of non-degenerate levels, as there exists only one unbounded and connected level set of ϕ; i.e., the network L = {ϕ = 0}. It also satisfies the hypothesis in Definition 2.3, being a union of C 1 sets. Hypothesis of Definition 2.2 is more tricky to verify: if we take z = 0 and c < |z| then ψ z,c T (w) = +∞; moreover it can be proved that for c sufficiently small we have
for any w, w ∈ R 3 , with w = w + o T (1). Therefore, by Theorem 2.6 we have 
The minimum of f (t) is reached for t = zx/(y + z) and it is l(x, y, z) = (|x| + |y|) 2 + z 2 .
Now we have to find the minimum of l(x, y, z) on the permutations of x, y, z:
so that we have
that is, the euclidean norm for the minimal component of w added to the l 1 norm of the other two components squared.
Example 5.4. As a second example of curves in R 3 let us consider the following constraint function
We observe that this is the natural generalization to R 3 of Example 5.2. Hence, the non-degenerate level set L = {ϕ = 1/4}, pictured in Fig. 3 , has a unique unbounded connected component, that satisfies the hypotheses of Definitions 2.3 and 2.2. Note that L is not the only level set having that property; hence we are only able to find an upper bound for ψ hom (w). To this end we can use an argument similar to that of Example 5. . We can exploit the result of Example 5.2 in these two planes, so that we have the minimal length
which, after examining separately the cases |x| ≤ |y| and |y| ≤ |z|, can be written as follows:
Hence the upper bound for ψ hom reads
An application: density of oscillating-constraint problems in Finsler metrics
By a symmetric Finsler metric in R 2 , controlled from below by the Euclidean norm, we mean a function ψ : R 2 → [0, +∞] such that i) ψ is 2-homogeneous: ψ(λw) = λ 2 ψ(w) for all w ∈ R 2 and λ ∈ R;
ii) ψ is convex;
iii) ψ(w) ≥ |w| 2 for all w ∈ R 2 ;
Observe that from (i) one has ψ(w) = ψ(−w) for all w ∈ R 2 . If ψ hom is an energy density derived from oscillating constraints as above, then it satisfies these conditions, i.e., the Γ-limit of an oscillating constraint problem, for curves with values in R m , is a symmetric Finsler metric. In this section we characterize metrics defined by an oscillating surface on R 3 ; i.e., we consider constraints given by functions ϕ : R 2 → R: more precisely we show that they are dense in Finsler metrics controlled from below by the Euclidean norm, with respect to Γ-convergence.
This result is close in spirit to that of [6] , where it is proved that the closure of the metrics obtained by homogenization of Riemannian ones are all Finsler metrics. Observe that, differently from the case treated in [6] , we do not require the boundedness of ψ from above; this allows us to treat cases of metrics whose domain is not the whole R 2 .
By the hypothesis on ψ, we know that its domain, i.e. the set where ψ is finite, has to be a convex cone in R 2 , symmetric with respect to the origin and centered at (0, 0), hence, since ϕ is convex, it is a subspace of R 2 . So, if dom(ψ) = {0}, we might have two different cases:
1. dom ψ is a line through the origin; i.e., a subspace of dimension one (R), so that ψ is finite only in one direction and we have sup |w|=1 ψ(w) = +∞;
2. dom ψ is the whole R 2 , so that we have
In the following functions ϕ of type 1. and 2. will be called degenerate and nondegenerate Finsler metrics, respectively. It is clear that this distinction cannot be extended to the situation of metrics defined on R n , n > 2, that, in general, will contain more cases.
In both cases, we want to prove that for any η > 0 and ψ satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) there exists a periodic function ϕ = ϕ η : R 2 → R, defining the oscillating constraint and the corresponding functionals F ε , such that the homogenized function ψ η of the Γ-limit
for all w such that ψ(w) < +∞ and ψ η (w) = +∞ otherwise.
As in Section 1, we consider the functional F ε in the unconstrained form, defined for curves with values in
where y ∈ R 2 denotes the variable of ϕ.
Degenerate Finsler metrics
We consider the case when the domain of the target metric ψ is a vector space of dimension 1. Note that if we required the weaker approximation condition lim η→0 ψ η (w) = ψ(w) instead of (38) then this case could be seen as a limit of non-degenerate metrics. We present a construction which allows to directly obtain exactly ψ as homogenized energy density. It is not restrictive to assume that dom(ψ) = (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ R 2 : w 1 = 0 ,as all the other cases can be obtained from this one simply by a change of basis of R 2 . Since the only 2-homogeneous function in one variable is quadratic, then there exists a constant k > 0 such that
Now we construct a periodic function ϕ, defining the oscillating constraint, such that the density function of the Γ-limit of this problem is the quadratic function ψ. To that end, consider any 1-periodic smooth function g : R → R and take ϕ : R 2 → R, with ϕ(x, y) = sin(2π(x − g(y))). The level sets L z ϕ are defined by the equation x − g(y) = c, for a suitable c ∈ R. We can represent them as the graph of the function x = g(y) + c, so that they are all the same graph up to a horizontal translation.
Note that all level sets of ϕ are made by infinitely many disjoint unbounded connected component, so that it does not satisfy the non-degenerate levels condition in Definition 2.4. However, in this special geometry Theorem 2.6 can be proved without that hypothesis, with
(where the value 0 can be substituted by any vale in [−1, 1] = Im(ϕ)). In particular the existence of the limit in this formula can be obtained as in Lemma 3.1 following the usual subaddditive argument, which is actually easier to implement in this case.
Given k, we have to find a function g such that ψ hom = ψ. To this end, it is enough to impose the identity for all w with |w| = 1, i.e. that ψ hom (w) = k. Given w with |w| = 1 we have:
By convexity, this minimum is achieved if |u | is constant; taking into account the form of the constraint we have
This shows that g must satisfy
Non-degenerate Finsler metrics
In this section we assume that ψ is a Finsler metric satisfying dom ψ = R 2 . Given η > 0, we want to construct a function ϕ, more precisely its unique connected level set, such that the density of the Γ-limit ψ η = ψ hom associated to ϕ, satisfies equation (38). The function ψ is characterized by the convex and symmetric sub-level set
Note that, by condition ψ(w) ≥ |w| 2 , we have that C ψ ⊆ B 1 (0), and, by the symmetry, C ψ is centered at the origin. For every N ∈ N, we can approximate this convex set with a polygon of 2N vertices, (which we still choose symmetric) ±V 1 , . . . , ±V N , whose directions are ±ν 1 , . . . , ±ν N . By density, we can also assume that these vertices are "rational", in the sense that, for each i = 1, . . . , N there exists a point z i ∈ Z 2 and t i ∈ R, such that t i V i = z i . For a pictorial description, we refer to Fig. 4 Figure 4: The set C ψ and its polygonal approximation with directions ν i .
We will define ϕ by constructing its unique connected level set {ϕ = 0}, in such a way that the corresponding ψ hom has the polygon defined above as sublevel set. This will prove the approximation result.
From now on we directly assume that the target ψ has polygonal level sets as above. Let Q = [0, a] 2 be the periodicity square for all directions ν i ; i.e., the square of edge the least common multiple τ = lcm(t 1 , . . . , t N ).
We begin our construction by considering the Q-periodic network of lines
This network defines a collection of segments S ψ(ν i ), as in Fig. 6 . The set of all these linesS j i inside Q, extended by periodicity, will represent the level set of ϕ connecting R 2 , i.e., by our assumption, the set {ϕ = 0}, that we name R ϕ . For example, we can take as ϕ the squared distance from R ϕ . Observe that, for such a constraint, the level sets are the union of C 1 sets, so that hypothesis in Definition 2.3 is satisfied. The unique level made by a single unbounded connected component is {ϕ = 0} = R ϕ , all the other levels are made by infinitely many bounded connected components; i.e., the hypothesis in Definition 2.4 is satisfied. Finally hypothesis in Definition 2.2 can be proved directly, arguing as in Example 5.1. Therefore, we may apply Theorem 2.6 to obtain a limit energy density ψ hom .
Note that for any i = 1, . . . , N ψ hom (ν i ) = lim
We can test this formula with a function u T , with u T (t) ∈ jS j i (i.e., taking its values in the deformation of a line in direction ν i ) for all t and with constant velocity. Observe that, by the periodicity of R ϕ , the distance covered by u T is at most ψ(ν i ) [T + 1], so that
By convexity, we can extend the result to any w ∈ R 2 , obtaining ψ hom (w) ≤ ψ(w) for all w ∈ R 2 .
We now prove the converse inequality by estimating ψ 0 T (w) from below. It is not restrictive to suppose that the test functions satisfy v(0) = 0, v(T ) = T w ∈ aZ 2 . Note moreover that by the convexity of |v | 2 such a minimizer has constant velocity |v | = c. Denote by λ i the vector sum of all the segments S j i in the image of v in the direction ν i (without the modification made by ψ(ν i )).
Note that, a priori, u may pass through some segments in the same direction ν i but with opposite sign; in this case, will not consider the λ i related to these two portions of space. Therefore, in general, the distance covered by v, will be greater or equal then 
The last term is a convex combination of ψ(ν 1 ), . . . , ψ(ν N ); then, by the convexity of √ ψ and by the 2-homogeneity of ψ, we get
Therefore, by the above inequality and (40), we get ψ hom (w) = ψ(w), as desired.
